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Newshub 1 hour ago  Posie Parker rally: Sir Peter Gluckman warns New Zealand's social cohesion at risk, society needs to accept 

transgender people have rights 
A prominent Kiwi scientist warns New Zealand's social cohesion is at risk following chaotic scenes at Posie Parker's rally in Auckland on...  

Newshub 16 hours ago Posie Parker protest: Hundreds gather in Wellington in support of transgender rights 
Gender activist Posie Parker was meant to speak in the capital, but left New Zealand on Saturday night.  

Newshub 17 hours ago  Tourism New Zealand Twitter account overwhelmed with negative comments after Posie Parker rally  
Tourism New Zealand's official Twitter account has been targeted with hundreds of negative comments after Posie Parker fled the country...  

Newshub 1 day ago Gender activist Posie Parker spotted at Auckland Airport after rally shut down by protest 
Gender activist Posie Parker has been spotted at Auckland Airport after her rally was shut down by protest on Saturday.  

Newshub 1 day ago  Gender activist Posie Parker hits out at her treatment in New Zealand as Twitter row erupts  
Gender activist Posie Parker has hit out at her treatment in New Zealand following a chaotic Auckland protest, which has sparked a Twitter...  

Newshub 1 day ago  Posie Parker says she feared for her life after Auckland rally chaos  
Controversial anti-transgender activist Posie Parker says she feared for her life following a rally that turned riotous.  

Newshub 1 day ago  National, Greens, ACT, Labour clash over Posie Parker's rally, freedom of speech 
New Zealand's politicians and political parties are reacting after controversial gender activist Kellie-Jay Keen-Minshull - also known as...  

Newshub 1 day ago  Video: Anti-trans activist Posie Parker rushed off stage at rally in Auckland 
The moment anti-trans activist Posie Parker was escorted away from her rally in Auckland's Albert Park has been caught on camera.  

Newshub 1 day ago  Video: Moment activist Posie Parker has red liquid thrown on her at Auckland rally caught on camera 
The moment Posie Parker had red liquid thrown on her has been caught on camera. The activist was at Auckland's Albert Park on Saturday 
where...  

Newshub 1 day ago Scuffles at Auckland's Albert Park after counter-protest at anti-transgender activist Posie Parker's rally 
Warning the video above contains offensive language. Chaos erupted as supporters gathered at Auckland's Albert Park for controversial...  

Newshub 1 day ago In pictures: Protestors swarm Auckland's Albert Park as anti-trans activist Posie Parker evacuated from rally 
Posie Parker was escorted away by security less than half an hour after she arrived. 

Newshub 1 day ago Green Party co-leader Marama Davidson receiving medical treatment after being run over by motorcyclist at 
Posie Parker rally 
The incident has been reported to the police, the Greens say.

Green Party co-leader Marama Davidson is receiving medical treatment after being struck by a motorcycle 
in Auckland on Saturday amid the chaos that unfolded at anti-transgender activist Posie Parker's rally. 

Newshub 2 days ago Court dismisses rainbow groups' case against Immigration Minister Michael Wood over Posie Parker 
The High Court court has dismissed several rainbow groups' call for a judicial review of Immigration NZ's decision not to block the entry of an anti-transgender 

activist into NZ. 
Newshub 2 days ago National's Christopher Luxon says he supports trans community, Kiwis expressing identity 'without 

persecution', but not opposing Posie Parker's NZ travel 
"We live in a liberal democracy and it's really important we have free speech."

National leader Christopher Luxon wants Kiwis to be able to express their sexuality or identity "without 
any persecution", but isn't opposing anti-transgender activist Posie Parker coming to New Zealand. 
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Newshub  3 days ago Posie Parker claims she has $10k security bill in NZ after bad publicity, clashes with Kiwi interviewer over far-

right support 
Controversial anti-transgender activist Posie Parker claims her group faces a $10,000 bill for hiring security in New Zealand after bad...  

Newshub  3 days ago Rainbow groups taking Immigration Minister Michael Wood to court over Posie Parker case  
A number of Rainbow groups are taking Immigration Minister Michael Wood to court over the decision to not block anti-transgender activist..  

Newshub  4 days ago  Posie Parker: Counter-protests planned as anti-trans protester gets greenlight for NZ travel, Labour MP 
expected to attend 
Anti-trans protester Posie Parker will not be denied entry to New Zealand so is set to hold her controversial rallies in Auckland and...  

Newshub  4 days ago Aussie counter-protesters disrupt anti-transgender activist Posie Parker days before arrival to NZ 
It comes as Immigration New Zealand announced Posie Parker will be allowed to enter Aotearoa later this week.  

Newshub  5 days ago ACT Party, Free Speech Union oppose calls for UK gender activist to be barred from New Zealand 
The ACT Party and the Free Speech Union say controversial UK gender activist Posie Parker should be allowed into Aotearoa as Immigration New...  

Newshub  6 days ago Anti-transgender activist Posie Parker hits out at PM Chris Hipkins, daring him to cancel her visa 
It comes after Immigration NZ announced it is reviewing Parker's travel to New Zealand.  

Newshub  6 days ago Prime Minister Chris Hipkins responds to anti-transgender activist Posie Parker's threats 
Posie Parker told the Prime Minister to "revoke my visa at your peril".  

Newshub  6 days ago Immigration NZ reviewing anti-transgender activist Kelly-Jay Keen-Minshull's travel to NZ after chaos in 

Melbourne 
Immigration NZ is reviewing an anti-transgender activist's travel to New Zealand following chaotic scenes at a speaking event she held in...  

 

Stuff.co.nz  2 hours ago  No charges, arrests after protest against anti-trans speaker Posie Parker 
Police say they are still "making inquiries" after the controversial speaker was escorted out of her planned event. 
. 

Stuff.co.nz  13 hours ago  Tomato juice thrower 'ready to face consequences if necessary' following Posie Parker incident  
The person who threw tomato juice at anti-trans activist Posie Parker has not been contacted by police, but said she's ready to face... 
. 

Stuff.co.nz  18 hours ago  Thousands reject anti-trans movement at rallies against Posie Parker tour 
Rainbow community supporters turn out in Christchurch and Wellington, as author JK Rowling describes violent scenes in Auckland as...  

Stuff.co.nz  22 hours ago  Christchurch rejects anti-trans movement as 1000 people rally against Posie Parker speaking tour  
About 1000 people turned up to support the trans community at a protest on Sunday, some arguing that "human rights are not negotiable".  

Stuff.co.nz  1 day ago Anti-trans activist Posie Parker leaves country after chaotic Auckland rally 
Controversial activist Kellie-Jay Keen-Minshull, also known as Posie Parker, has checked in for a flight leaving New Zealand this evening. 
. 

Stuff.co.nz  1 day ago  Anti-trans activist Posie Parker leaves country after chaotic Auckland rally 
Controversial activist Kellie-Jay Keen-Minshull, also known as Posie Parker, has checked in for a flight leaving New Zealand this evening.  

Stuff.co.nz  1 day ago  Posie Parker and The Battle of The Atlantic 
People like Parker claim freedom, but does that extend to encroaching on the freedom of others to live their own personal lives,...  

Stuff.co.nz  1 day ago  Anti-trans activist Posie Parker won't confirm if Wellington event to go ahead 
Controversial activist Kellie-Jay Keen, also known as Posie Parker, was met with an angry crowd in Auckland.  

Stuff.co.nz  1 day ago  Anti-trans activist Posie Parker escorted out of Auckland rally, set to announce whether tour will continue 
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Controversial activist Kellie-Jay Keen, also known as Posie Parker, is set to confirm if she will forge ahead with plans to speak in...  
Stuff.co.nz  1 day ago  Outrage was the winner in "Posie Parker" chaos  

Pictures of the British anti trans activist being escorted through an angry crowd will only rally her supporters.  
Stuff.co.nz  1 day ago Anti-trans activist Posie Parker escorted out of Auckland rally, hit by paint 

Controversial activist Kellie-Jay Keen, also known as Posie Parker, has been escorted away by police from a rally she was set to speak at...  
Stuff.co.nz  1 day ago  Small fight breaks out as anti-trans activist Posie Parker arrives at rally 

Controversial activist Kellie-Jay Keen, also known as Posie Parker, has been met by an angry crowd at her rally.  
Stuff.co.nz  1 day ago  Anti-trans activist Posie Parker escorted out of Auckland rally, hit by soup 

Controversial activist Kellie-Jay Keen, also known as Posie Parker, was met with an angry crowd at Albert Park.  
Stuff.co.nz  1 day ago  Hate speech or free speech? Clashes in Auckland reignite debate 

Go home Posie chants spur British activist to head home citing fears for her life.  
Stuff.co.nz  1 day ago  'Pure trans joy': An alternative view of the 'angry' protest crowd 

OPINION: Reports have described the protest held at Albert Park as angry, chaotic and ugly. This attendee found it to be joyful,..  
Stuff.co.nz  1 day ago Green Party co-leader Marama Davidson knocked over by motorcyclist 

Co-leader James Shaw said Davidson was knocked to the ground by a motorcyclist who failed to stop at a pedestrian crossing.  
Stuff.co.nz  2 days ago  Difficult Conversations: Should Posie Parker be allowed in the country? 

Freedom of speech or dangerous and disingenuous rhetoric? Have your say on Posie Parker's visit to NZ.  
Stuff.co.nz  2 days ago  Police on standby to monitor anti-trans activist Posie Parker's rally and counter-protest 

Controversial activist Kellie-Jay Keen, also known as Posie Parker, is set to speak at a rally in Auckland on Saturday,...  
Stuff.co.nz  2 days ago Anti-trans activist Kellie-Jay Keen's visit can go ahead, judge rules 

A court application has failed to stop anti-trans rights campaigner Kellie-Jay Keen entering New Zealand. Keen's entry for speaking events...  
Stuff.co.nz  2 days ago  Police monitoring anti-trans activist Posie Parker's rally and counter-protest 

Controversial activist Kellie-Jay Keen, also known as Posie Parker, is set to speak at a rally in Auckland on Saturday,...  
Stuff.co.nz  3 days ago  Human rights groups seek interim order to stop Posie Parker coming to NZ 

Controversial speaker Kellie-Jay Keen, also known as Posie Parker, has been allowed to enter NZ for events as part of her Let Women Speak...  
Stuff.co.nz  4 days ago  Yeah, Nah: Should activist Posie Parker be allowed into New Zealand? 

Controversial anti-transgender activist Kellie-Jay Keen-Minshull is headed to New Zealand. Also known as Posie Parker, Keen-Minshull has....  
Stuff.co.nz  4 days ago  Posie Parker: What do you have to do to get denied a visa? 

A legal expert says immigration law leaves a lot up to discretion, and decision makers likely feared being challenged by the controversial...  
Stuff.co.nz  4 days ago  What you need to know about the anti-trans activist coming to NZ 

Controversial anti-transgender activist Kellie-Jay Keen-Minshull will be allowed into New Zealand. Also known as Posie Parker, the Briton...  
Stuff.co.nz  4 days ago  Newsable today: Posie Parker, French riots, drugs cheats, and a pancake prison break  

Stuff's new daily news podcast takes on everything in the news agenda today.  
Stuff.co.nz  4 days ago  Immigration minister prefers anti-trans activist Kellie-Jay Keen-Minshull 'never set foot in NZ' 

Kellie-Jay Keen-Minshull's visa waiver will not be lifted, despite Michael Wood condemning her “inflammatory, vile and incorrect world...  
Stuff.co.nz  5 days ago  'Trying to get a headline': Chris Hipkins on anti-trans activist Kellie-Jay Keen-Minshull 

Chris Hipkins reacts to claims by Posie Parker, who could be barred from speaking in NZ, that threats to change her visa status are...  
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1News  21 mins ago  Deputy PM says she wouldn't have gone to Posie Parker counter-protest 
Sepuloni and National's Erica Stanford said they didn't want to attract attention to Parker.  

1News  53 mins ago  MPs weigh in on free speech debate following Posie Parker protests  
The debate surrounding freedom of speech versus hate speech has been exacerbated after controversial anti -trans activist Posie Parker fled...  

1News  1 hour ago  Trans-rights protesters take to Christchurch, Wellington streets 
Today's demonstrations come a day after controversial anti-trans campaigner Posie Parker had to be escorted away before she could speak at...  

1News  2 hours ago 'Worst place' - Posie Parker leaves NZ after failed events  
British gender activist Posie Parker has left New Zealand, calling it the "worst place for women she has ever visited".  

1News  19 hours ago  Posie Parker rally: Protester explains tomato juice throw 
A protester who splashed a litre of tomato juice on anti-trans activist Kellie-Jay Keen-Minshull today says she bluffed her way into the...  

1News  19 hours ago  Parents of young trans Kiwis plan to leave kids at home amid protests 
Amid the visit to New Zealand of anti-trans activist Posie Parker, full name Kellie-Jay Keen-Minshull, parents of trans children say their...  

1News  1 day ago  Posie Parker rally: Thousands of protesters outnumber supporters 
Thousands of people gathered in Auckland's Albert Park today to counter-protest controversial anti-trans activist Kellie-Jay Keen-Minshull,...  

1News  1 day ago  Posie Parker rally: Speech abandoned, Brian Tamaki rally derailed 
Counter-protesters have forced Posie Parker, whose real name is Kellie-Jay Keen-Minshull, to abandon her plans to speak in Auckland.  

1News  1 day ago  Posie Parker doused with red paint, large counter-protest gathers 
Counter-protesters have gathered in Auckland's city centre as incendiary activist Kellie-Jay Keen-Minshull speaks at an anti-trans rally...  

1News  1 day ago  Posie Parker's Wellington event reportedly cancelled 
Tomorrow's "Let Women Speak gathering" in Wellington has reportedly been cancelled, after Posie Parker's rally in Auckland today was...  

1News  1 day ago  Posie Parker rally: Large counter-protest gathers in Auckland 
Counter-protesters have gathered in Auckland's city centre as incendiary activist Kellie-Jay Keen-Minshull speaks at an anti-trans rally...  

1News  1 day ago  Watch: Posie Parker doused with red liquid amid large counter-protest 
Counter-protesters have forced anti-trans activist Kellie-Jay Keen-Minshull, also known as Posie Parker, to abandon her plans to speak at...  

1News  2 days ago What are Posie Parker's views and why are they so controversial? 
Anti-trans rights activist Posie Parker, real name Kellie-Jay Keen-Minshull, is due to deliver talks in Auckland and Wellington this...  

1News  2 days ago  Anti-trans activist Posie Parker lands in Auckland 
Controversial anti-transgender rights speaker Kellie-Jay Keen-Minshull, also known as Posie Parker, landed in Auckland this evening.  

1News  2 days ago Last-ditch attempt to halt Posie Parker's entry to NZ fails  
Auckland Pride, Gender Minorities Aotearoa and InsideOUT Kōaro had filed a judicial review of an Immigration NZ decision to a llow the...  

1News  3 days ago  'Potential' for violence at Posie Parker rally 
Auckland Pride's director says he is "really hopeful" an interim order can stop Kellie-Jay Keen-Minshull from entering Aotearoa this...  

1News  3 days ago Watch: Australian senator in police scuffle at Posie Parker rally 
Independent Senator Lidia Thorpe tried to get to the microphone at the rally in Canberra before being pulled away.  

1News  4 days ago  Anti-trans activist Posie Parker to be allowed into NZ 
Controversial anti-transgender rights speaker Kellie-Jay Keen-Minshull, also known as Posie Parker, will be allowed into New Zealand.  

1News  4 days ago  Posie Parker's entry to NZ encourages hatred - activist 
A rainbow community leader says the entry of Kellie-Jay Keen-Minshull, also known as Posie Parker, into New Zealand will exacerbate queer...  

1News  6 days ago 'Stress levels are high' - Trans Kiwi on Posie Parker rhetoric 
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Members of the transgender community say they're worried about rising anti-trans rhetoric, ahead of a controversial speaker potentially...  
1News  6 days ago Immigration 'reviewing' Posie Parker's entry to NZ 

Immigration New Zealand says it's reviewing whether controversial speaker Kellie-Jay Keen-Minshull, also known as Posie Parker,...  
1News 1 week ago Rainbow Greens ask Govt to ban anti-transgender activist from NZ 

Supporters of Kellie-Jay Keen-Minshull, aka Posie Parker, were seen to be giving Nazi salutes in Melbourne yesterday.  
1News  1 week ago HRC wants to hear from survivors of conversion therapy  

'It's a way of turning what's happened to us into something positive,' says HRC manager of conversion practices Matt Langworthy.  
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RNZ  2 hours ago Posie Parker rally: Hundreds counter protest at Albert Park  
Controversial anti-trans campaigner Posie Parker had to be escorted away from her Auckland event as hundreds of protestors outnumbered her...  

RNZ  14 hours ago  Tomato juice thrower 'ready to face consequences if necessary' after Posie Parker incident 
The person who threw tomato juice at anti-trans activist Posie Parker has not been contacted by police, but said she's ready to face...  

RNZ  17 hours ago Posie Parker protest: Christopher Luxon says right to free speech must be protected  
National Party leader Christopher Luxon says a controversial British activist has the right to free speech in New Zealand, following the...  

RNZ  20 hours ago In photos: Transgender rights demonstrations bring hundreds to central Christchurch and Wellington 
Hundreds of people have been demonstrating, chanting and dancing in Christchurch and Wellington today in support of transgender rights.  

RNZ  1 day ago Photo essay: How the Posie Parker rally unravelled in Auckland 
Counter-protesters forced British anti-trans activist Posie Parker to abandon her rally in Auckland today. See RNZ's photo essay of the...  

RNZ  1 day ago Marama Davidson hit by motorcyclist after Posie Parker protest 
Green Party co-leader Marama Davidson was knocked to the ground by a motorcyclist who appeared to fail to stop at a pedestrian crossing...  

RNZ  2 days ago Posie Parker departs New Zealand; JK Rowling blasts protest as 'repellent' 
British gender activist Posie Parker has left New Zealand, calling it the 'worst place for women she has ever visited'.  

RNZ  2 days ago Posie Parker brings anti-trans violence threat, says advocate as High Court decision looms 
A rainbow advocacy group says Posie Parker could incite transphobic violence, while the self-styled women's rights campaigner rejects the...  

RNZ  2 days ago High Court rules decision to allow British anti-transgender activist Posie Parker into country was lawful 
The government's decision to allow British anti-transgender activist Posie Parker into New Zealand was the right one, the High Court has...  

RNZ  2 days ago Australian police review conduct after senator pulled to ground during Posy Parker protest  
Australian police are investigating after a senator was allegedly thrown to the ground at a protest outside parliament in Canberra.  

RNZ  3 days ago Rainbow groups take Immigration Minister to court over Posie Parker decision  
A coalition of rainbow community groups are taking Immigration Minister Michael Wood to court over a decision to allow a controversial...  

RNZ  3 days ago Anti-transgender activist on stoush around her entering NZ 
Anti-transgender activist Kellie-Jay Keen-Minshull, better known as Posie Parker, says she quote "can't wait to meet the amazing women of....  

RNZ  4 days ago Anti-transgender activist Posie Parker to be allowed into New Zealand 
The controversial British anti-transgender activist Kellie-Jay Keen-Minshull, also known as Posie Parker, is to be allowed into the country.  

RNZ  6 days ago Let anti-transgender activist in, National says, while Greens hold concerns for public safety 
The Green Party doesn't want Posie Parker spewing violence in New Zealand, while the National Party says a free and liberal democracy allows...  

RNZ 
 

6 days ago Immigration New Zealand reviewing entry of anti-transgender activist 
The requirements for a controversial UK anti-transgender activist to enter the country are being reviewed by Immigration New Zealand.  
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NZ Herald  5 hours ago Letters: Posie Parker, raising the pension age and illegal motorbikes  
Cancelling is not the solution. I was deeply disturbed by video footage showing a baying mob hounding Kellie-Jay Keen-Minshull aka Posie...  

NZ Herald  5 hours ago Editorial: Did Posie Parker get what she was after with Auckland visit? 
Public protests by their nature are emotional events, with people motivated to get off their sofas and join others in shouting aloud their...  

NZ Herald  19 hours ago  Opinion: Free speech too convenient a justification for thinly disguised hate speech 
Opinion: Posie Parker was allowed in by law but forced to leave by protesters.  

NZ Herald  1 day ago Posie Parker doused with juice, quits Auckland rally; Wellington event reportedly cancelled 
New Zealand's LQBTQIA+ community aims to drown out her 'hateful' message.  

NZ Herald  1 day ago Heather du Plessis-Allan: Posie Parker's opponents played into her hands 
OPINION. Think back to this time last week. Had you ever heard of Posie Parker before? No, me neither. Yet here we are, a week later,..  

NZ Herald  1 day ago Posie Parker checks in at Auckland International Airport escorted by police 
Controversial British activist Posie Parker has tonight been seen checking into a flight at Auckland International Airport, escorted by...  

NZ Herald  1 day ago Posie Parker tour of NZ: Marama Davidson hit by rider in motorbike convoy  
Witness says motorcyclists were failing to stop at a pedestrian crossing.  

NZ Herald  1 day ago Focus: Tomato juice thrown on Posie Parker, aborts rally 
Counter-protesters - including one armed with a bottle of tomato juice - have seen British anti-trans activist Kellie-Jay Keen-Minshull...  

NZ Herald  1 day ago Brian Tamaki's followers collide with Posie Parker prosters in Auckland CBD 
Hundreds of Destiny Church supporters at anti-trans rally.  

NZ Herald  1 day ago Opinion: Buckle up your rainbow-coloured belt, here come the Tamakis 
There was a new cocktail being served on Auckland's K Rd on Saturday night - the Bloody Hairy. It's named after British activist Posie...  

NZ Herald  2 days ago Rainbow groups fail in High Court challenge to Posie Parker's entry to NZ 
Groups opposing anti-transgender activist Kellie-Jay Keen-Minshull, also known as Posie Parker, from entering the country have failed in...  

NZ Herald  2 days ago Posie Parker: Wellington security firm pulls out at 11th hour ahead of New Zealand tour  
A New Zealand security firm has pulled out at the last minute ahead of a public rally for a controversial British anti-trans activist who is...  

NZ Herald  2 days ago Posie Parker tour of NZ: Anti-trans activist Kellie-Jay Keen-Minshull arrives in Auckland 
No protesters were at Auckland Airport to greet the controversial activist.  

NZ Herald  2 days ago JK Rowling blasts Auckland protest as 'repellent' as Posie Parker flees NZ 
Posie Parker calls NZ the 'worst place for women she has ever visited'.  

NZ Herald  2 days ago Shaneel Lal: Why I’m organising a counterprotest against Kellie-Jay Keen-Minshull/Posie Parker in Auckland 
The activist says this is the first time they feel fearful for their safety.  

NZ Herald  2 days ago Editorial: Posie Parker presents an opportunity 
Opinion: Our editorial on the anti-trans activist Kellie-Jay Keen-Minshull.  

NZ Herald  2 days ago Posie Parker: Police concerns for welfare, Wellington security company reprisal fears  
Anti-transgender activist Kellie-Jay Keen-Minshull says the police hold concerns for her personal welfare and have requested details about...  

NZ Herald  2 days ago Lee Suckling: Behind the Posie Parker row - The simple way to understand the trans experience 
Transphobia has been seen as something “far away” from our liberal shores but it's not.  

NZ Herald  3 days ago Posie Parker decision: Rainbow groups take Immigration Minister to court over anti-trans activist tour 
The controversial anti-transgender activist is holding rallies in NZ this weekend.  

NZ Herald  3 days ago Anti-trans activist's Canberra rally dwarfed by counter-protest 
In one chant, protesters yelled, “f*** off Posie f*** off”.  
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NZ Herald  3 days ago Posie Parker legal challenge, anti-co-governance roadblock & National's education shake up | Focus Morning 

Bulletin ... 
Legal battle erupts over Posie Parker, anti co-governance group finding it difficult to book venues and new common practice model released...  

NZ Herald  3 days ago Focus: Christopher Luxon on Posie Parker coming to NZ 
National Party leader Christopher Luxon reveals his views on controversial British anti-trans activist Posie Parker coming to NZ.  

NZ Herald  3 days ago Posie Parker: Did Immigration NZ get her decision right? - The Front Page  
NZ Herald  3 days ago Posie Parker: Auckland council confirms organisers have hired security for Kellie-jay Keen-Minshull event 

'The organisers applied for approval under council's Public Trading Events.'  
NZ Herald  3 days ago Focus: Christopher Luxon on Posie Parker coming to NZ 

National Party leader Christopher Luxon reveals his views on controversial British anti-trans activist Posie Parker coming to NZ.  
NZ Herald  3 days ago Letters: Making the Grade, Posie Parker, composting, electric vehicles, and exporting water  

OPINION: Letters on half-price fares, elections, AUKUS, and Scott Robertson.  
NZ Herald  4 days ago Posie Parker risks culture clash, mortgagors worse off & Picton chemical spill | Focus Morning Bulletin: 23 

March, 2023 
Anti-trans activist given the green light to enter New Zealand, house sales plummet to a 40-year low and just how bad is the education...  

NZ Herald  4 days ago Posie Parker: Anti-trans activist Kellie-Jay Keen-Minshull to speak in Canberra ahead of Auckland event 
Anti-trans activist remains defiant even as supporters pull out of event.  

NZ Herald  4 days ago Protests planned as anti-trans activist set to touch down in NZ 
Auckland faces a weekend of culture clash protests and counter-protests after authorities say a British anti-trans activist with views..  

NZ Herald  4 days ago Posie Parker coming to NZ: Immigration won't exclude anti-trans activist 
Immigration New Zealand has confirmed Kellie-Jay Keen-Minshull, known as Posie Parker, will be able to enter Aotearoa.  

NZ Herald  5 days ago Who is Posie Parker and why is she so controversial? 
In the past few days Kellie-Jay Keen-Minshull, also known as Posie Parker, has dominated headlines on both sides of the ditch.  

NZ Herald  5 days ago Auckland Council gives green light to anti-trans speaker's event 
Auckland Council is allowing an anti-trans speaker's rally to go ahead in one of the city's central parks this weekend, but says this does...  

NZ Herald  5 days ago Anti-trans activist Posie Parker's NZ visit: PM Hipkins says chasing headlines, Luxon says 'not a good enough 

reason ... 
Prime Minister Chris Hipkins wouldn't be drawn on comments from an anti-transgender rights activist that her immigration review was...  

NZ Herald  5 days ago Byron Clark: An open letter to the Minister of Immigration about Posie Parker  
The minister will decide whether Kellie-Jay Keen-Minshull can get a visa to enter NZ.  

NZ Herald  6 days ago Campaigner Posie Parker warns Chris Hipkins, Immigration review after Nazi fears raised  
A controversial self-described “women's rights campaigner” has warned “revoke my visa at your peril” after Prime Minister Chris Hipkins said...  

NZ Herald  6 days ago 'Go home Posie!': Anti-trans campaigner swarmed by protesters ahead of event 
The crowds turned up - but not to hear Posie Parker's anti-trans agenda.  

NZ Herald  6 days ago Anti-trans activist Kellie-Jay Keen-Minshull steadfast in coming as Immigration NZ reviews entry 
An anti-transgender activist still plans to come to New Zealand despite Prime Minister Chris Hipkins' comments about Immigration New...  
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Newstalk ZB  2 hours ago "Not a good look": Luxon on the Posie Park rally 
National says that the Posie Parker rally wasn't a good look for New Zealand. Thousands protested Parker's planned speaking tour over the...  

Newstalk ZB  23 hours ago Posie Parker's Auckland rally descends into chaos, anti-trans activist departs 
Anti-trans activist Posie Parker was escorted out of New Zealand after a skirmish at her Auckland rally. A small fight broke out between...  

Newstalk ZB  2 days ago Posie Parker doused with juice, quits Auckland rally; Wellington event cancelled 
More than 2000 counter-protesters - including one armed with a bottle of juice - have seen British anti-trans activist Kellie-Jay...  

Newstalk ZB  2 days ago InsideOUT's response to Posie Parker's talks, protests scheduled 
A rainbow charity has denied that advocates are drawing too much attention to Posie Parker. A coalition of groups filed to have the...  

Newstalk ZB  2 days ago Friday Faceoff : Peter Dunne tears apart Michael Wood over Posie Parker decision  
Political commentator Peter Dunne and lawyer Brigitte Morten join Nick Mills for Friday Faceoff. Together they delve into what's behind New...  

Newstalk ZB 3 days ago Kate Hawkesby: Posie Parker should never have been given all this attention in the first place 
What I can't understand about the trans activist coming into the country is how she's been given so much coverage and publicity.  

Newstalk ZB  3 days ago Sophie Trigger: Michael Wood has publicly distanced himself from Posie Parker  
Newstalk ZB Political Reporter Sophie Trigger joins Nick Mills to discuss how Ginny Andersen is performing as Police Minister, the decision...  

Newstalk ZB  4 days ago THE RE-WRAP: Who the Hell Is Posie Parker? 
THE BEST BITS IN A SILLIER PACKAGE (from Thursday's Mike Hosking Breakfast) And Who Cares?/Boris Being Dragged Back Through the 
Dirt/Some...  

Newstalk ZB  4 days ago Free Speech Union: People who disagree with Posie Parker can voice their opposition freely 
Claims allowing an anti-transgender activist into the country is a win for healthy debate. Freedom of speech advocates say sense has....  

Newstalk ZB  4 days ago Michael Wood condemns Posie Parker's 'incorrect' worldview as Immigration NZ gives her clearance  
Immigration NZ has given anti-trans activist Posie Parker clearance to enter the country. The agency has ruled there's no reason to believe....  

Newstalk ZB  4 days ago Auckland Pride executive director on the planned protest against Posie Parker's rallies 
The rainbow community is preparing to face off with anti-transgender activist Posie Parker. Immigration New Zealand is not withdrawing...  

Newstalk ZB  4 days ago Immigration expert: Michael Wood is throwing Immigration NZ under the bus with Parker  
Claims the Immigration Minister had more of a say in a controversial decision than he's letting on. Anti-transgender speaker Posie Parker is...  

Newstalk ZB  5 days ago Anti-trans activist Posie Parker's Tasmania rally goes ahead despite concern and outrage 
Anti-trans activist Posie Parker's Tasmania rally went ahead, despite concern from Tasmania's transgender community. Posie Parker's Victoria...  
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NBR 3 days ago Do corporates have a role in the 'Posie Parker' conversation?  
NBR  3 days ago The three Rs, Posie Parker, the police, climate change 

The National Party has announced part of its education policy and it includes a return to basics, with an emphasis on reading, writing,..  
 

 
Otago Daily Times 
Protesters force Posie Parker to leave Auckland event 
Police have escorted Posie Parker away from her rally in central Auckland before she could speak, after hundreds of people counter-protested... 
1 day ago 
 
Otago Daily Times 
Activist Posie Parker: Let her in, say Nats, Greens have safety concerns 
Political parties have differing views on a controversial anti-transgender activist from the United Kingdom being allowed to enter the... 
5 days ago 
 
Otago Daily Times 
High Court backs decision to let anti-transgender activist into NZ 
The Government's decision to allow British anti-transgender activist Posie Parker into New Zealand is the right one, the High Court has... 
2 days ago 
 
Otago Daily Times 
Anti-transgender activist to be allowed into NZ 
The controversial British anti-transgender activist Kellie-Jay Keen-Minshull, also known as Posie Parker, is to be allowed into the country. 
4 days ago 
 
Otago Daily Times 
Activist allowed in NZ: Rainbow groups take court action 
Immigration Minister Michael Wood said yesterday he condemned Kellie-Jay Keen-Minshull's "inflammatory, vile and incorrect world views". 
3 days ago 
 

 
The Spinoff 
Anti-trans speaker leaves rally amid thousands of protesters 
The noise began long before Kellie-Jay Keen-Minshull (AKA Posie Parker) arrived. Despite an 11am scheduled start time to her planned rally... 
1 day ago 
 
The Spinoff 
The anti-trans rally that wasn't 
Posie Parker said she wanted to 'speak up for women'. Hundreds of protesters spoke up for trans rights instead, writes Catherine McGregor in... 
1 day ago 
 
The Spinoff 
'No reason' for anti-trans speaker to fear for her life, says Pride organiser 
The scenes that unfolded at Auckland's Albert Park on Saturday morning were, according to counter-protesters, largely peaceful and... 
2 hours ago 
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Newsroom 
Posie Parker drowned out by thousands 
Posie Parker appeared in Auckland today for a brief few moments, but it was clear that she was going to have a hard time being heard above... 
1 day ago 
 
Newsroom 
Posie Parker wins the beautiful freedom to make an ugly argument 
High Court Justice David Gendall has regretfully allowed an outspoken anti-trans activist to enter New Zealand, but warns the expression of... 
2 days ago 
 

 
The Daily Blog 
RNZ Review – Kim Hill vs Posie Parker 
Where else on the dial but RNZ National will you find two middle-aged British women competing as to who hates men and their yucky penises... 
14 hours ago 
 
The Daily Blog 
Posie Parker brawl highlights Woke Left have lost ability to persuade – the only winner is ACT 
It's very important for the woke narrative to tell you the aggression you saw with your own eyes was joyful and loving… 
9 hours ago 
 
The Daily Blog 
Posie Parker, NZ Free Speech and the Trans Debate Tragedy  
The Trans culture war debate has reignited in NZ with the arrival of Anti-Trans Troll and anger grifter, Posie Parker, whose recent speech... 
4 days ago 
 

 
Waatea News 
Ngarewa-Packer pots Posie Parker pollution 
Māori Party co-leader Debbie Ngarewa-Packer says Aotearoa doesn't need UK anti-transgender provocateur Kellie-Jay Keen-Minshull,... 
3 days ago 
 

 
Te Ao Maori News 
Marama Davidson knocked over by motorbike walking to Posie Parker protest  
Green Party co-leader Marama Davidson at Saturday's protest against anti-transgender activist Posie Parker at Albert Park in Auckland. 
1 day ago 
 

 
The Conversation 
Does public safety trump free speech? History suggests there is a case for banning anti-trans activist Posie Parker from NZ 
The impending arrival of Kelly-Jean Keen-Minshull – aka Posie Parker – has put the spotlight on the tension between free speech and... 
5 days ago 
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Sportskeeda 
Who is Posie Parker? Auckland rally violence video goes viral as anti-trans activist is attacked 
Kellie-Jay Keen-Minshull, also known as Posie Parker, is an anti-trans rights activist from the UK. 
14 hours ago 
 

Scoop Wellington 
Wellington.Scoop » Anti-trans activist – expecting “mob violence” – cancels gathering in Wellington 
Wellington.Scoop Sunday's Let Women Speak gathering in Wellington's Civic Square has been cancelled, according to a local group which said... 
23 hours ago 
 

Asia Pacific Report 
Posie Parker departs NZ – JK Rowling blasts protest as ‘repellent’ 
RNZ News. British gender activist Posie Parker has left New Zealand, calling it the “worst place for women she has ever visited”. 
19 hours ago 
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